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The Sports 2000 Racing Car Club [SRCC] are delighted to announce for
next season (2022) they are committing to hold at least 4 Pinto and 4
Duratec only races.

SPORTS 2000
CHAMPIONSHIP
Season 2022 news
4 Pinto only races
4 Duratec only races

Over the recent seasons the Sports 2000 races have been mixed grids of
Pintos and Duratecs, which have provided entertaining races. Now with
the growing interest in both of their championships – Pinto and Duratec,
SRCC are keen to move towards having more standalone races for each
Championship.
In 1977 the Sports 2000 Sports prototype series began with a range of
race car manufacturers offering chassis and a standard powertrain
package for all the cars of the Ford Pinto 2.0L engine connected to the
Hewland Mk8/9 gearbox. Known as the Sports 2000 ‘Pintos’ the
championship was very competitive from the outset. A number of the
drivers went to star in other race categories; both Internationally and in
National championships.
The Pinto Championship carried on until 1993. It was re-established in
1998 by Sports 2000 stalwart Colin Feyerabend and a number of other
key competitors such as Roy & Nick Bates plus the evergreen Mike
Turner.
In early 2000 a second, new more powerful category was created based
on the 2.0L Ford Duratec power unit with new chassis that could have a
rear wing and sequential gearbox. The cars were known as Sports 2000
‘Duratecs’. By 2002 a separate championship had been created to go
alongside the Pinto Championships. Today the popular Duratec chassis
are MCR & Gunn.
With the planned move this season to staggered grids from round 3 & 4
(08/09 May), while the dicing will continue to be as intensive as ever,
hopefully the back markers for both categories will have less influence
on the outcomes of the battles at the front of the Pintos race as well as
the Duratecs.
Our next race meeting, rounds 3 &4, are at the fantastic Brands Hatch
Grand Prix circuit on 08/09 May. As spectators will not be allowed due
to Covid regulations don’t forget you can follow the races and
qualifying, with TSL Timing where you can hear live commentary on the
races from the circuit commentator.
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